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Abstract
Simple games are yes/no cooperative games which arise in many practical applications, especially in political life and the formation of alliances and coalitions. Binary
decision diagrams (Bdds) can be used to represent, for instance, Boolean function,
sets of subsets and relations. They are extensively studied and were applied to various research problems. In this extended abstract we’ll give a motivation why it is a
good idea to consider BDDs as another representation for simple games.
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Motivation

A simple game (see e.g. [4]) is a pair (N, W) where N is a set of so called players and W ⊆ 2N
is an up-set (with respect to set inclusion) of so called winning coalitions. Elements not in W
are called losing and elements in 2N are called coalitions. Binary decision diagrams (see e.g.
[2]) are directed, labeled and acyclic graphs with a root and two designated sinks (1-/0-sink)
such that each non-sink has two outgoing edges. As one can see from Fig. 1, they can be used
to represent Boolean function in a very natural way. Each path corresponds to an assignment
and the sink determines the outcome. Because simple games are technically a set of subsets
they can easily be represented by their characteristic function χ : {0, 1}|N | → {0, 1} where
the first player corresponds to the first Boolean variable and so one.
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Figure 1: A Bdd for a Boolean function. Numbers inside circles (labels) correspond to
Boolean variables. The rectangular nodes are the 1- and 0-sink, respectively. Edges are
directed downwards. Solid/dashed edges are 1-/0-edges.
So called quasi-reduced and ordered binary decision diagrams (Qobdds) are Bdds that
share sub-Bdds whenever possible. E.g., in Fig. 1 the center node with label 3 is shared.
Qobdds are often small in practice. In general, however, they can grow exponentially in
the number of Boolean variables. The same holds for monotone Boolean functions and even
threshold functions1 where in the latter case the bounds for the number of nodes are O(2n/2 )
and O(|N |Q) if Q is the threshold (see [3, 1]), but even the latter bound is rarely reached
in practice. A similar bound can be shown for multiple weighted voting games (Mwvg;
see again [1]). Additionally, different classes of Qobdds (Wvg, Mwvg, any) can exhibit
useful properties which perhaps can be exploited to derive efficient algorithms. For instance,
building the Qobdd for the minimal winning coalitions of a Wvg from the Qobdd of its
winning coalition is a linear time algorithm in the number of Qobdd nodes.
1 Threshold

functions correspond exactly to characteristic functions of weighted voting games (Wvgs).

The use of Qobdds offers not only another representation of simple games, Wvg and
Mwvg, but due to its relatively compact representation of simple games it also allows
to solve problems for real world instances. A feature which is offered by other explicit
representation just to a very limited degree. Moreover, Qobdds can be manipulated like
sets as long as they represent an up-set. For instance, constraints for the winning coalitions
can be applied. Winning coalitions of multiple games can be combined not only using
conjunction but also using other operations like disjunction to model multiple opportunities
for a coalition to win. For instance, the US Federal Legal System and Taylor’s and Zwicker’s
Magic Squares can be modeled using that.
Despite the very famous problem of computing different power indices for simple games,
the computation of the desirability relation on the players and the test for dummy players
are two basic problems which appear in some other more complex problems like the test to be
a Wvg or not . Here, one can profit from the fact that Bdds were already applied to many
problems from different areas and many problems have been solved in a slightly different
notion. For instance, dummy players in simple games correspond exactly to redundant
variables in Boolean functions. Other problems can be solved using existing operations on
Qobdds and some simple algorithms like the following one to compute the Qobdd for the
blocking coalitions (and thus the dual game) from the winning coalition of a simple game:
Compls(v) ≡
if v is a sink then return v
elsif v was already visited with result r then return r
else r := ite(i, Compls(else(v)), Compls(then(v)))
mark v as visited with result r and return r
Graphically, the algorithm just exchanges each node’s 1- and 0-edge. Thus, it has a running
time linear in the number of nodes. This allows to handle even larger real world problems
like the International Monetary Fund with 186 players which has about 16 mil. nodes.
Our research in this direction has two main objectives. The first one is to study the
complexity of known problems using the Bdd representation. This is especially interesting
since Qobdds can have exponential size in general but have a bounded size for special classes
like Wvgs. The second objective is to develop and provide applicable methods which can
be used not only by computer scientists and maybe serve as a foundation for new questions.
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